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Abstract

Several developing countries have frequently responded to favorable shocks by increasing government spending more than
proportionally and by investing in inefficient capital projects. As a result, transitory windfalls have frequently lead to a
contemporaneous deterioration of the current account, an increase of the fiscal deficit-to-GDP ratio, and a decline in the
quality of investment. Representative agent models cannot rationalize these facts. Tornell and Lane (1998) [Tornell, A.,
Lane, P., 1998. Voracity and growth. American Economic Review, 1998, forthcoming] rationalize them considering a
differential game among several powerful groups. We present the discrete time analog of that model and show that the results
are not specific to the continuous time specification.  1999 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Several developing countries have frequently responded to favorable shocks by increasing
government spending more than proportionally and by investing in inefficient capital projects. As a
result, transitory windfalls have frequently lead to a contemporaneous deterioration of the current

1account, an increase of the fiscal deficit-to-GDP ratio, and a decline in the quality of investment.
These perverse responses to transitory shocks are inconsistent with intertemporal consumption

smoothing, and are not generated by representative agent models. Tornell and Lane (1998), henceforth
TL, have rationalized these facts by considering an economy composed of two sectors: an efficient
formal sector, and an inefficient shadow sector. The economy they consider is populated by groups
with the power to appropriate fiscal resources. TL model the interaction of powerful groups as a
differential game in which each group has open access, via the fiscal process, to the capital stocks of
other groups.

TL show that an increase in the raw rate of return in the formal sector leads to a more than
proportional increase in fiscal redistribution and reduces growth. The intuition is as follows. An
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1See Boone (1996); Collier and Gunning (1996); Gavin and Perotti (1997); Gelb (1988).
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increase in the raw rate of return in the formal sector unleashes two conflicting effects: a direct effect
that increases the profitability of investment in the formal sector, and a voracity effect that leads each
group to attempt to grab a greater share of national wealth by demanding more transfers. This is
reflected in a higher tax rate in the formal sector, which induces a reallocation of capital to the
informal sector, where it is safe from taxation. This shift reduces the growth rate in the economy,
counteracting the direct positive effect of an increase in the raw rate of return. TL prove that
redistribution increases more than proportionally to the windfall, and that the direct effect of the
windfall is dominated by the voracity effect, so that the growth rate declines as the raw rate of return
increases.

In this note we show that these results are not specific to the continuous time specification in TL.
We consider the discrete time version of the TL model in the case where the number of groups equals
two and the elasticity of intertemporal substitution equals one. We show that the interior equilibrium is
the discrete time analog of TL’s equilibrium. This note should be of interest to readers who are not
familiar with the methods used to solve differential games, and might find the derivations in TL
obscure.

2. The model

The economy is composed of two sectors: an efficient formal sector, and an inefficient shadow
sector. Resources in the formal sector are susceptible to taxation whereas, although productivity is

2lower, resources in the shadow economy are free from taxation. An important difference with the
conventional growth models is that the economy is populated by two groups that have the power to

3extract fiscal subsidies, not by atomistic agents that behave competitively.
There are two goods: an exportable and an importable. The exportable is produced in the efficient

formal sector and the importable in the inefficient shadow economy. The importable is the numeraire.
The objective function of each group is the present value of utility derived from consumption of the
importable good

` 1
]]O log c (t) , d . 1 (1)s di (t2s)

t5s d

Each group i enters period t with a stock of capital in the formal sector k (t) and a stock of capitali

in the shadow economy b (t). The formal sector capital stock k (t) is used to produce the exportablei i

good with a constant returns technology that is sold at a price p in terms of the importable good. The
shadow economy capital stock b (t) is used to produce the importable good in the shadow economy,i

again using a linear technology. Next, group i requests a fiscal transfer r (t). Lastly, group i pays a taxi

2The shadow economy can be interpreted in two ways. If there were free international capital mobility, it could be overseas
bank accounts out of the reach of domestic fiscal authorities. Alternatively, the shadow economy could be the domestic
informal sector. In both cases, it should be clear that the raw rate of return in the inefficient sector is lower than in the formal
one, especially in the case of LDCs.
3For models where groups have common access to the aggregate capital stock see Benhabib and Radner (1992); Benhabib
and Rustichini (1996).
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T (t) from its income in the efficient sector, and consumes c (t). It follows that the accumulationi i

equations for efficient-taxable capital and inefficient-nontaxable capital are given by

k (t 1 1) 5 [1 1 pa]k (t) 2 T (t) (2)i i i

b (t 1 1) 5 [1 1 b]b (t) 1 r (t) 2 c (t) (3)i i i i

Next, we describe the fiscal-redistribution process that links the r ’s and the T ’s. We assume that thei i

fiscal authority has no objective of its own. It acts solely as the agent of powerful groups. The ‘fiscal
constitution’ of this economy is the following:

Fiscal Constitution. Transfers and taxes must satisfy the following conditions:

• The fiscal budget has to be balanced during each instant

r (t) 1 r (t) 5 T (t) 1 T (t) (4)1 2 i 2

• Only proportional taxes on income in the formal sector can be levied, and the tax rate must be
equal across groups.

• The fiscal transfer that a group can obtain is bounded by

1 1 ap] ] ]]]r (t) #x[k (t) 1 k (t)] , ap 2 b ,x # (5)i 1 2 2

¯The lower bound on x is equal to the appropriation rate in the interior equilibrium (see Eq. (15)). The
upper bound insures that aggregate appropriation is not greater than the efficient capital stock.

The fiscal constitution implies that the tax rate t(t) must be adjusted every period to ensure a
balanced budget

T (t) 5 t(t)apk (t),t(t) 5 r (t) 1 r (t) /apK(t),K ; k (t) 1 k (t) (6)i i 1 2 1 2

This tax rule implies that if group i increases its subsidy by an amount Dr , its tax burden increases byi

only Dr (k (t)) /(K(t)). In effect, the subsidy is financed largely by other groups in the economy. Thisi i

way, each group’s ability to extract subsidies grants it ‘open access’ to the other groups’ capital stocks
in the formal sector. This implies that the capital held in the formal sector is not truly private. Only
the capital in the informal sector is truly private in that it enjoys ‘closed access.’ To obtain the
accumulation equation for aggregate capital we substitute Eq. (6) in Eq. (2)

K(t 1 1) 5 [1 1 pa]K(t) 2 r (t) 2 r (t) (7)1 2

To finalize the description of the economy, we list the initial conditions and the restrictions we
impose. First, initial conditions are

b (0) 5 b . 0, k (0) 5 k . 0 , i 5 1,...,n (8)i i0 i i0

Second, we restrict the aggregate capital stock in the formal sector to be non-negative
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k (t) $ 0 , i 5 1,...,n; t $ 0 (9)i

Third, parameters satisfy the following condition

0 , b , ap , 1 (10)

This condition simply states that the rate of return in the inefficient sector is lower than that in the
efficient sector, which in turn is lower than 100%. Lastly, we will only consider the case where b (t) isi

˜non-decreasing along the interior equilibrium (i.e. the case n#n in TL). In discrete time, a necessary
and sufficient condition for b (t) to be non-decreasing along the interior equilibrium is (11b ) /d $11i

2b 2ap (see Eq. (18)). Combining this with restriction Eq. (5) we have that parameters must satisfy
the following

211 1 2b 2 [1 1 b]d # ap (11)

The solution concept we will use is Markov perfect equilibrium. In the game we are considering a
Markov strategy of group i is composed of a consumption policy and a transfer policy that are only

`functions of the payoff-relevant state variables K(t) and b (t): f (K(t), b (t)) 5h ji it i t5s
` ` `* *c (K(t), b (t)), r (K(t), b (t)) . A pair of Markov strategies f (K(t), b (t)) , f (K(t), b (t))s dh j h j h jit i it i t5s 1t i t5s 2t i t5s

forms an MPE if it is a subgame-perfect equilibrium for every realization of the state. That is, if for all
i, t

` `* * *J f (K(t), b (t)), f (K(t), b (t)) $ J f (K(t), b (t)), f (K(t), b (t)) (12)s d s dh j h jit i 2i 2i t5s it i 2it 2i t5s

where * denotes equilibrium value, and J(.,.) is the value taken by payoff function Eq. (1). We will
allow groups to choose transfer policies from the class of continuously differentiable functions of the
payoff-relevant state variables. That is

1r (K(t), b (t)) and c (K(t), b (t)) are C (13)it i it i

There are two types of equilibria: interior and extreme. To derive the interior equilibrium we first let
one group choose its transfer policy taking as given the other group’s transfer policy. Then we find a
pair of transfer rates that are best responses to each other. Lastly, we derive the consumption policies.

In order to solve group 1’s problem we will express objective function Eq. (1) in terms of the state
*variables. From Eq. (3) and Eq. (7), and given that group 2’s transfer policy is r (K(t), b (t)), we2t 2

*have that r (t) 5 [1 1 ap]K(t) 2 r (K(t), b (t)) 2 K(t 1 1) and c (t) 5 [1 1 b]b (t) 1 r (t) 2 b (t 1 1).1 2t 2 1 1 1 1

Substituting these expressions in Eq. (1), it follows that during each period t group 1 solves the
following problem.

`Problem PD (s). Taking as given group 2’s transfer policy, choose b (t 1 1), K(t 1 1) in order toh j1 1 t5s

maximize
`

L (s) 5O log([1 1 b]b (t) 2 b (t 1 1) 1 [1 1 ap]K(t)1 1 1
t5s

s2t*2 r (K(t), b (t)) 2 K(t 1 1))d2t 2

subject to
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] *K(t 1 1) $ [1 1 ap 2x[1 1 ap]]K(t) 2 r (K(t), b (t)) , (5) and (9)2t 2

`*Suppose that group i’s optimal plan b (t 1 1), K*(t 1 1) satisfies the restriction in the aboveh ji t5s

problem with a strict inequality for all t, then this optimal plan satisfies the following Euler equations
and transversality conditions (see theorem 4.15 of Stokey and Lucas (1989))

≠L (s) 1 1 b 11
]]]] ]]]] ]]0 5 5 2 , t 5 s, s 1 1,...* *≠b (t 1 1) dc (t 1 1) c (t)1 1 1

*≠L (s) 1 1 pa 2 ≠r (K(t), b (t)) /≠K(t) 11 2 2
]]] ]]]]]]]]]] ]]0 5 5 2 , t 5 s, s 1 1,...* *≠k(t 1 1) ≠c (t 1 1) c (t)1 1

*b (t)K*(t) 1
]]] ]]]lim 5 0 , lim 5 0 (14)t tt→` t→`* *d c (t) d c (t)1 1

*In order for the two Euler equations to be simultaneously satisfied it is necessary that pa 2 x (t) 5 b2

*for all t. It follows that for 1 to be willing to set its transfer r (K(t), b (t)) in the interior of the1t 1

*appropriation set, it is necessary that 2 sets ≠r (K(t), b (t)) /≠K(t) 5 pa 2 b. Integrating with respect2t 2

to K(t) and using the boundary condition r (0, b (t)) 5 0 (which is implied by Eq. (5)), we have that2t 2

*the only transfer policy that group 2 can choose in an interior MPE is r (K(t), b (t)) 5 [ pa 2 b]K(t).2t 2

Next, we determine under which circumstances group 2 will find it optimal to do this. Note that the
optimality conditions in Eq. (14) do not impose any restrictions on group 1’s transfer policy. Thus, we

*can use the optimality conditions of group 2 to derive r (K(t), b (t)). Since the necessary conditions1t 1

that correspond to group 2 are identical to Eq. (14), we have that in order for group 2 to set
* *r (K(t), b (t)) 5 [ pa 2 b]K(t), it is necessary that r (K(t), b (t)) 5 [ pa 2 b]K(t). It follows that2t 2 1t 1

* *along an interior equilibrium it is necessary that r (t) 5 r (t) 5 [ pa 2 b]K(t).1 2

The unique interior Markov perfect equilibrium is given by (the derivations are in Appendix A)

*r (K(t), b (t)) 5 [ pa 2 b]K(t) (15)i i

1
* F ]Gc (K(t), b (t)) 5 [1 1 b] 1 2 [b (t) 1 K(t)] (16)i i id

(t2s)K*(t) 5 [1 1 2b 2 ap] K(s) (17)

(t2s)b
* F ]Gb (t) 5 [b (s) 1 K(s)] 1 1 2 K*(t) (18)i i d

A comparison of Eqs. (18)–(20) in TL with Eqs. (15)–(18) reveals that the discrete time game’s
interior equilibrium is the analog of the differential game in TL for the case in which there are two
groups and the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is 1. First, the transfer policies are identical.
Second, the growth rates of efficient capital ((K(t 1 1)) /(K(t)) 2 1 5 2b 2 ap) coincide. Third, in both
cases consumption is a fixed proportion of total capital to which each group has access [b (t) 1 K(t)].i

Lastly, the equations for the inefficient capital stocks have the same form. They only differ in the
(t2s) ( b 2d )(t2s)factor that multiplies the term [b (s) 1 K(s)]. It is [b /d ] in discrete time and e ini

continuous time.
To show that the voracity effect dominates, note that along the interior equilibrium, aggregate fiscal
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transfers are given by 2[ pa 2b]K(t). Thus, an unexpected increase in the terms of trade of size dp
raises the raw productivity of capital in the formal sector by aK(t)dp. However, aggregate transfers
increase by a greater amount: 2aK(t)dp. As a result the growth rate in the formal sector
unambiguously falls. From Eq. (17) we have that

≠K*(t 1 1) /K*(t)
]]]]]] 5 2 a , 0 (19)

≠p

TL show that the voracity effect also dominates when shocks are anticipated.

Appendix A

Here we derive the consumption policy and the path of inefficient capital. The first Euler equation
t2s* *in Eq. (14) implies that c (t) 5 [(1 1 b ) /d ] c (s). Substituting this and the equilibrium values ofi i

the transfer rate Eq. (15) and efficient capital Eq. (17) in accumulation Eq. (3) we get

t2s1 1 bt2s F]]Gb (t 1 1) 5 [1 1 b]b (t) 1 rg k(s) 2 c (s)i i id

where r5ap2b and g 5112b 2ap. The solution to this difference equation is

t2s 2(t2s)1 2 (g/(1 1 b ))r 1 1 2 dt2s
]]]]]]]] ]]]]]] *b (t) 5 [1 1 b] b (s) 1 k(s) 2 c (s) ,F Gi i 21 i1 1 b 1 1 b1 2 g/(1 1 b ) 1 2 d

t $ s (20)

*To obtain c (s) we substitute Eq. (20) in the second transversality condition in Eq. (14), and use thei

fact that r /([1 1 b][1 2 g/(1 1 b )]) 5 1

t2s1 d 1 t2s
]] ]] ]]0 5 lim [1 1 b]F Gt2st→` 1 1 b *c (s)d i

2(t2s)
t2sg 1 1 2 d

]] ]]]]]] *3 b (s) 1 1 2 k(s) 2 c (s)H JF S D Gi 21 i1 1 b 1 1 b 1 2 d

1 1 1
]] ]]]]] *5 b (s) 1 k(s) 2 c (s)H Ji 21 i* 1 1 bc (s) 1 2 di

*Note that g /(11b ),1 because b ,ap. Since c (s).0, the above expression is zero if and only if thei

term in braces is zero. That is, if and only if

21*c (s) 5 [1 1 b][1 2 d ][b (s) 1 k(s)] (21)i i

Substituting Eq. (21) in Eq. (20) we obtain

t2s1 gt2s* ]] ]]b (t) 5 [1 1 b] [b (s) 1 k(s)] 2 k(s) (22)F GS Dt2si i 1 1 bd
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substituting Eq. (17) in Eq. (22) we obtain Eq. (18) in the text. To obtain consumption policy Eq.
(16) just note that

t2s t2s1 1 b 1 1 b 1
* F]]G F]]G F ]Gc (t) 5 c (s) 5 [b (s) 1 k(s)][1 1 b] 1 2i i id d d

1F ]G5 [b (t) 1 k(t)][1 1 b] 1 2i d

The last equality follows from Eq. (22).
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